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Mud slinging in its ultimate form. ’the mudville special
,his hardening face

photo by Diana Valiant)

is coated with clay with some used for form

A protest against construction

Art students build mud mobile
by Mark Robert Henry
Instead of building one from scratch as the major
automakers do, 24 advanced ceramics students borrowed
a 1969 automobile from a local junkyard and covered it
with 1,500 pounds of clay yesterday.
Ceramics instructor David Middlebrook dubbed it
"the mudville special."
"This is a happening," said SJSU art senior Diane
Merrill, as she watched her classmates scoop, splat and
spread clay onto the car.

clay front grill took form.
Middlebrook said the class would spend most of the
afternoon working on the project.
"This is a catatonic converter," he said as he added a
glob of clay to the roof.
The ceramic car will be left in front of the Industrial
Arts Building for a few days until the clay dries and falls
off. The clay will then be recycled and used on yet another
project, Middlebrook said.
No one present would volunteer an estimate of the
clay car’s gas mileage although one observer was
overheard to say, "That’s incredible."

"We had to go out ana get a different model," Middlebrook said, referring to the nude models’ strike at the
Art Department.
The project is more than a creative outlet for mudslinging art studentsit’s also a form of protest against
the distractions caused by construction of the new corporation yard, Middlebrook said.
The students worked quickly with the clay. A clay
hood ornament imbedded with three old shoes was added
to the front of the junked car. Hubcaps were covered and a

Correction
Wednesday’s story on possible program cuts
contained an incorrect implied attribution. The
attribution suggested that Hobert W. Burns,
academic vice president, named the list of 23
academic programs selected for review a "black
list." Burns made no statement to that effect.

by Craig Henderson
The 15-year controversy over
the financial relationship between
Spartan Shops and the Student
Union may soon be resolved.
Spartan Shops uses the S.U. but pays
no regular rent.
S.U. Director Ron Barrett
presented a resolution from the
Spartan Shops Board at the S.L.
Board of Governor’s meeting
Tuesday stating the amount of
yearly profits Spartan Shope will
allocate to the S.V.
If Spartan Shops profits at the
ad of the Iliad year are $25,010,
Spartan Sloops will allocate the
entire amount to the S.U. If the
profits are greater than 225,000 but
no mere than $100,000 then $25,000
will be allocated. If the profits are
more than $100,008, 21 percent will
be allocated.
Spartan Shops contributed
$1,100,000 to the S.0 so the bookstore
would be built. "Spartan Shops
always felt the $1 million for the
bookstore was paying for that
space," Ed Zant, general manager
of Spartan Shops, said.
Spartan Shops also offered the
S.U. $100,000 yearly if Spartan Shops
could run the Food Services in the
S.U. The S.U. Board did not act on
the offer until the S.0 opened, at
which time the Spartan Shops
withdrew their offer because they
couldn’t guarantee $100,000 every
year.
"After Spartan Shops paid the $1
million , I don’t think that much
capital was left," Zant said.

Zant said the Spartan Shops
Board has made occasional contributions to the S.U., including
$21,000 last year.
Though memos were sent back
and forth between the two boards, no
agreement was made.
The S.U. will receive the money
at the beginning of the following
fiscal year. The Spartan Shops
Board can allocate the remainder of
the profits to any project they wish.
However, any remaining profits not
allocated will go to the S.U.
The esUmated profits for fiscal
year 1978-79 are $80,000. The S.U.
would then receive $25,000 on June
30, 1980.
The S.U. Board must approve or
reject the resolution from the
Spartan Shops Board. The S.C.
Board may move on the resolution at
their next meeting Oct. 2.
"I think it’s very postitive step
in solving a long standing
disagreement," Barrett said.

Wixom said students are
unaware that the permits have been
stolen and also unaware of the
penalties they face if police trace
their cars.

Last April the S.U. staff sent a
memo to the Spartan Shops Board
using what Barrett termed "strong
language" that resulted in the
resolution.
The memo said if Spartan Shops
did not return a resolution to the
S.U., the Spartan Shops should
-voluntarily" remove themselves
from the S.U.
The last line threatened legal
action if Spartan Shops did not
respond.
The two boards signed an
agreement three years ago stating
that 75 percent of the profits from
Food Services in the S.U. would go to
the S.U. and 25 percent would go to
Spartan Shops.

Drug experiments

A victim’s protest
by Dave A bston
A citizens group, charging the
U.S. Department of Justice with
refusing to prosecute government
agencies for drug experiments with
unsuspecting victims gathered
signatures yesterday on the corner
of First and Santa Clara streets.
We are demanding an in-

SJSU police expose
parking permit thefts
by Christine Merck
Every day about three parking
permits are stolen and sold to
students who believe they are
buying the permits at a savings, said
Greg Wixom, university police investigator and supervisor of records
and cominunictions.

Zant called the resolution
"important" because "it shows that
the members of the Spartan Shops
Board are making a commitment to
good relations with the Student
Union."

If University Police find a car
with a stolen permit, the car will be
impounded for a rninimuni of $35
and its owner charged with felons.
possession of stolen property,
Wixom said.
Parting space is now hard to
find Others eligible for permits
don’t like to pay $18 a semester for a
permit, he said.
"So student and faculty permits
are getting stolen and sold to unsuspecting people, Wixom said.
-continued on page 3

vestigation of the Justice Department for obstruction of justice,"
said Steven Young, San Francisco
director for the American Citizens
for Honesty in Government.
"The thing we’re doing is
jumping on criminal actions in the
U.S. government," Young said.
"We’re talking about experiments
on human beings who were never
told what they were really taking.
"We’ve been looking at 25 years
of government mind control experiments. It ranges from the CIA
going to Africa and asking a witch
doctor for a secret formula to boil
poison out of a crocodile bladder to
massive shock treatments. It’s like
’The Manchurian Candidate.’ They
wanted to be able to say ’there’s a
drug in you
now go out and kill
John Kennedy.’"
"They gave me a drug and it
was whacko," said Chris Roop, a
San Jose Army veteran who claimed
he participated in mind control
experiments at the Edgewood Army
Arsenal in Maryland in 1973.
-continued on page 3

profile
Freelancer tells of success
by Dave Burckhard
One must be assertive, brazen, bold and diplomatic to
become a successful free-lancer, according to Mark
Chester, a photographer and writer.
The illustrator of the current best selling book,
"Dateline America," told journalism students, "You’ve
got to be curious, you’ve got to follow through."
Chester produced 86 photographs which enhance the
text of the book written by CBS newsman Charles Kuralt.
Chester showed many of his prints, which are now on
exhibit in the Van Doren Gallery in San Francisco, during
a slide show presentation in the Journalism Building,
room 117, Tuesday.

’I never thought
of photography
as a profession’

It was more than luck that put his pictures on the
pages. They were first approved by a demanding photo
editor.
Variety and follow through on his part delivered just
what the editor needed.

"If you want to be a photographer, you have to do a
variety and give yourself assignments," he said.
Like the Petersen’s feature, most of the photographs
for "Dateline America" come from his collection. These
black and white photographs accompany some humorous,
sometimes sad and often satiric statements about communities throughout the country.
One of Chester’s photographs is featured during the
Christmas week of the UNICEF calender. The dark -toned
He commented about the life of a free-lance writer photograph showing two children singing in a choir, was a
and photgrapher and gave students tips on becoming contribution to the children’s fund.
successful in that very competitive field.
Chester began his career as a free-lance
photographer in 1972 by doing press releases.
"When you first start out," he said "money should not
He bought a camera only to record visual events going
be the prime motivation. Your prime motivation is to get
on around him. "I never thought of photography as a
out there and get the experience.
prfoession," he said.
Now possesing skills in writing, he can communicate
"Let the people who want to hire you come to you.
prospective buyers. "I use
Meanwhile, do what you really want to do. Taking better in correspondence with
photos," he said.
photographs for yourself is the purest form of enjoying writing ass means of selling
photography."
He warned the students of some of the hazards facing
free lancers. "Nothing is guaranteed in the business. You
Chester’s work has appeared in the Christian Science
might write a great thousnad words and they chop it down
Monitor, Petersen’s Photographic ard other
to 200 words," he said.
taken
were
photographs
publicationas. Many of his
to
editor
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his
because
Even the existence of a periodical may be fleeting.
make an assignment.
Chester worked for four magazines that went out of
Petersen’s Photographic magazine features Chester’s business. "You’ve got to get them in there quickly," he
said.
eight pages of its Bicentennial issue.
work

’I use writing
as a means of
selling photos’

forum
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Spouse rape illegal in California

Women no longer
husbands’ property
by Morgan Hampton
SIMI Writer

Two hundred years ago, a wellknown jurist, William Blackstone,
summed up the philosophy behind
the English common law marriage
laws, and later, American marriage
laws:

property and no legally recognized
feelings or rights."
Another case in point:
In 1974, Georgia state code
restated the Ohio Supreme Court
doctrine.
"The husband is head of the
family and the wife is subject to

’California is only the second state to
make rape by a spouse illegal. ..it will
not be an easy law to enforce’
"By marriage, the husband and
wife are one in person in law...the
very being or legal existence of the
woman is suspended during the
marriage,"
Just two weeks ago, with the
passage of AB 546, the California
legislature recognized the legal
existence of a married woman and
for the first time gave her the legal
right to prosecute her husband for
rape.
Some might say there is no
connection between a 200-year-old
marriage law philosophy and attitudes toward women today.
But there is a connection for
most women in this country and it
has a legal stronghold on them.
California is only the second
state to make rape by a spouse
illegal.
Moreover, the likelihood of
passage of a similar law in many
states, in view of track records on
women’s legal rights, is at best
remote.
A case in point:
In a 1970 Ohio Supreme Court
case, Clouston v. Remlinger, the
court stated a wife is, "at most,
superior servant to her husband,
only chattel with nG personality, no

him; her legal existence is merged
in the husband."
Not only are women still denied
equal rights under the law, but some
and
jurists
contemporary
lawmakers are handing down
doctrines that practically echo
1775
Blackstone’s
William
philosophy.

AB 546 will not be an easy law to
enforce. At best, rape prosecutions
are difficult.
As one editorialist pointed out, a
jury or judge could be reduced to
choosing between two unsubstantiated versions of what
happened in the bedroom --or
wherever.
Nevertheless, a woman should
be legally entitled to the sole
proprietorship of her body.
Starting now in California,
women will have the law behind
them when it comes to sexual
violation of their bodiesby anyone.
How long it will take people to
get behind this law remains to be
seen.
Two weeks ago, the people of
Columbus, Ohio, finally took school
integration laws seriously, 25 years
after Brown v. Board of Education.
Social change is sometimes even
slower than the legal process.

Ms. isn’t a dirty word; it’s common courtesy
by Debbie Hunsinger
Consumer Editor

Contrary to popular belief, Ms.
is not a dirty word.
However, one would never know
it, judging from reactions women
often encounter when using Ms. as a
courtesy title.
Dispelling another misconception, Ms. is not a synonym for
"man-hating women’s libber." Ms.
is a courtesy title to be used in front
of a name without regard to marital
status, such as Mr. is used for men.
That sounds simple but many
people still fail to grasp tha idea.
For example, I gasped in shock
when I picked up an SJSU
graduation application for a
bachelor’s degree and realized I

faced only three listed choices: Mr.,
Mrs. or Miss. Considering myself
"none of the above," but not wanting
to jeopardize my chances of
graduation by blotching up such an
important form, I waited in line just
to hear a Records Office attendent
assure me I could write in whatever
I wanted.
Needless to say, I left the office
unjustifiably feeling like a nuisance
and a misfit.
Ms. has been around since at
least the 1940s. Surely SJSU’s forms
could not be that old.
An incident this summer also
had my blood boiling with anger.
During mass registration for a
summer class at a community
college, I noticed the form also

omitted the Ms. choice. Being a
conscientious person, I blocked in
and checked my own Ms. box. The
male clerk picking up the forms
noticed what I had done and looked
at me as if I were some kind of
trouble-maker or worse.
In addition, during a recent
telephone conversation with a
repairman he repeatedly called me
" Miss." I can put up with that only
so long and after about the sixth
time, I corrected him with a polite
explanation that I preferred" Ms." I
should not have to endure his sigh of
impatience and snicker at my very
basic request. He also assumed that
a bill in a woman’s name means she
is single, something which cannot be
taken for granted any longer.

Brigade ( RCYB I marched on
campus wearing red jackets, blue
berets, and carrying wooden batons.
This was the most alive day this
campus had seen in a long time.
Controversy raged about what the
RCYB did. Marching right into a
class, disrupting it! Daring to say
that the time had come to look out of
the books and deal with what was
coming down in the real world.

after his visit with China’s invasion
of Vietnam.
When the RCYB marched on
campus, heads turned from looking
down at the sidewalk, dreading the
next boring class, to looking up at
revolutionaries who weren’t just
talking about history but were part
of making it.
This was too much for the
authorities who run this prison. It
was like a riot in one of their
cellblocks. Revolution cannot fit into
the curriculum of these so-called
institutions of higher learning. It’s
far too dangerous. These schools
prepare us to be say-nothing, donothing clones, a nation of sheep,
yes-men to the system. The very
existence of the RCYB on this and
every campus where we are,
threatens the ability of this system
to get over with its bullshit.
We disrupted this campus all

This all may seem insignificant
to someone not directly ft,,t-lred
with the issue, but it is not. If
courtesy titles must be used, they
should be used courteously and not
as something that can make a
person angry. After all, I’m fighting
to be recognized as an individual,
not as a married or single individual.
However, I am willing to
compromise. I would not oppose
retaining Mrs. and Miss provided
the word Mr. also be altered to
designate married and single men.
Other possibilities include omission
of courtesy titles completely; having
all married people go by the same
courtesy title while all single ones go
by another; or having all people go

letters
Energy waste
Editor:
The amount of energy wasted on
the SJSU campus is appalling. A
number of buildings on campus can
be cited as a major source of energy
waste. Lights with more than sufficient illumination burn night and
day whether they are needed or not.
Aside from the fact that this energy
is being wasted during an energy
shortage, the university continues to
blame inflation for its lack of funds.
With proper attention, the university
could cut costs on energy and use the
money elsewhere.
In the dorms, West Hall in
particular, lounges are supplied
with an unnecessary amount of
lighting fixtures which use as many
as four bulbs when one would be
sufficient. As for the use of the lights
during the day, there is no rational
explanation. All lounge and hallway
lighting burns 24 hours per day and
cannot be turned off at this time
because wall switches were not
installed when the building was
built. This means that at least 12
hours per day, 40 to 50 Lighting
fixtures burn up 200 bulbs on each
floor when sunlight alone is sufficient. Even at night this number
could be reduced from 200 to 50,
helping to cut lighting costs by about
80 percent.
The Student Union is also
responsible for a senseless waste of
energy. On each floor, a tightlypacked row of lights above the inside
railings burn throughout the day
when enough lighting is supplied
through the skylights and other
sources. The use of the lights can be
most appropriately labeled
"decorative waste." Even when the
lights are needed, sufficient lighting
could be supplied by 25 percent of
the existing fixtures.
The university can be commended for its attempt to eliminate
waste in classrooms by posting signs
asking that lights be turned off when
not in use. However, it can be no less
than condemned for its flagrant
waste of costly energy when they,
and they alone, are responsible.
Rich Wilson
Advertising, senior

Guns
Editor:
After reading the article, "The
case for and against strict gun
control" ( Sept. 131, I would like to
congratulate the Daily and contributors regarding such.
Over the recent past, there have
been many such pro and con articles
and opinions, but I feel the Daily did
a fairly unbiased, good job. It was
fairly complete except for the
continual exception, which is my

following argument.
Although I am in 85 percent
agreement with the Daily’s account
and all others, there are missing
aspects and attitudes in every
account so far.
The main literal definitive
statement which far too many fail to
recognize or accept is, a gun is only
one of thousands of toolsa tool only
destructive in the wrong hands or
put to use wrongly by someone.
Now, I fully agree with some
sort of gun control and do not
dis,uunt in the least the situations of
accidental abuse and/or discharge
by children and like subjects. That
certainly is a situation where
parents should be liable and
responsible--where
usage
of
preventative measures is a must.
But that is partially another part of
the entire scheme that has been
explored extensively elsewhere.
My big interest is an area which
has rarely been published. That of
preventative necessity, public
protection and profession necessity.
In this country, as in many.
there is a definite need for some to
be armed legally, in course of employment or as private citizens. My
firm opposition is guns in the hands
of any incompetent, young
irresponsibles, drug users of any
degree, alcohol abusers and, in
general, any young person with
personality differences, socially
abnormal and/or psychological
problems, radical groups and/or
people associated with them and,
anyone having record of criminal
activitywith the exception of minor
infractions and misdemeanors
contrary to society and/or against
the laws of any state or federal
government.
To sum up this opinionthe
banning of all guns, except for police
and armed forces is definitly not the
answer. There is and always shall be
the need for some to protect the
balance. Also, for only police to have
weapons would result in a 5040
distribution of police and citizens;
that is to say, every other person
would have to be a legal police officer.
Also, many refuse to
acknowledge that barring citizens
from owning weapons would never
stop anyone from obtaining one.
Last, but certainly not least,
thousands of other weaspns can be
concealed as easily as gunssome
which are common everyday tools of
humanity.
David W. Hengard
Preliminary Law, senior

RCYB
Editor:
On Feb. 1 of last semester, the
Revolutionary Communist Youth

Teng Hsiao Ping was in this
country telling the people of the
world that any dreams they had of
revolution, of ending oppression,
had died with Chairman Mao. The
RCYB marched to expose Teng
Hsiao Ping as a counterrevolutionary bureaucrat and to
expose the fact that he was here to
line China up with the U.S. war
block. A fact that was more than
adequately illustrated two weeks

right. We marched into an AfroAmerican studies class where
people listened to a revolutionary
tell who Teng was, why he was here,
what was going down in China and
what Mao Tse-Tung represented to
the oppressed people of the world.
The students not only listened,
they dug it! Even the professor said
"The RCYB is welcome in my class
anytime." This definitely could not
be tolerated, so the cops were sent
on a cowardly attack. Telling us to
leave campus or be arrested, they
waited until we were already off
campus to arrest us anyway. The
San Jose State five now face six
months in jail and or a 8500 fine for
one hour of student unrest. This is
outrageous! We must unite and
defend the San Jose State five.
Demand the charges be dropped.
Sharon Yuki
History, senior

by the same one such as M. or even
Pr., short for person.
The possibilities are endless but
the uniform adoption of Ms. and Mr.
seems most viable.
One of the most voiced objections to the term Ms. is that it is
not easy to say. Once it is stopped
being emphasized as something
irregular it will slide easily off the
tongue. Another complaint is that
the "z" sound is not acoustically
pleasing. Of course, when Ms. is
distorted to sound like " Mzzzzz" it
is bound to have annoying affects.
Finally, opponents say Ms. is not a
true abbreviation of any word, but
the English language has been
altered before to fit a changing
society and this should be no exception.
On the other hand, Ms. is the
only reliably, accurate way of
referring to a woman. The legal
relationship between a woman and a
man that Mrs. or Miss is supposed to
represent may not actually be legal
in many cases these days, but the
relationship exists all the same.
The increasing number of
divorces also leaves a great many
women not quite pegged into Miss or
Mrs. holes. Ms. is also the perfect
answer for married woman
professionals who keep the names
given to them at birth.
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’With no electricity’

’Animal House’ image
concerns fraternities
During the Viet Nam era, the mid ’60s
to early ’70s, many houses folded becasuse
students involved themselves more with
political issues and less with campus life.
DuShane said.
One house that did survive the turbulent ’60s, however uneasily, was Theta
Chi.
"This house did survive the Viet Nam
era and I think that showed a lot of pride
and guts" said Theta Chi president Mike
Smith. "There were just four or fives guys
living here with no electricity, heat or
water and they burned the piano for heat to
cook on."
Chuck Jungi, Sigma Nu president, said
that during this time students thought of
fraternities as part of the establishemnt.
He admits they were pretty archaic and
rigid in their beliefs.
"One of the reasons for fraternities
coming back is because they are more
progressive," Jungi said. "It’s a new
system."
Fraternity life benefits the men in
many areas, according to members.

by Laura Wesker
Fraternities at SJSU are concerned
about the reputation equating them as a
bunch of "Animal House" crazies.
Members admit the movie may have
something to do with the current upswing
in popularity of Greeks. However, they
attribute student’s increasing interest in
college life as a more substantial reason
for fraternity growth.
"The university itself does not offer
enough social outlets, hence more and
more students are looking toward the
Greek system for social and leisure actvivity," said former Sigma Alpha Mu
president Jim Young.
According to Don DuShane, assistant
dean of student services, fraternities on
this campus were first chartered in 1948
and their population reached its hey day in
the late’50s and early ’60s.

"I think what we are trying to accomplish during the year is to meet the
needs, the scholastic and social need of the
men, with hopes that once their education
is finished they will be able to go out into
the community and contribute," said
Alpha Tau Omega member David
Livingston.
According to Howard Freedman,
house manager at Phi Delta Theta,
fraternities offer the opportunity to make
friends that will last a lifetime.
’’It gives you a chance to function
when there is alot of people as there will be
in the business world," he added.
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at fraternity party

-continued from page 1
"Someone says he has
a permit which he no
longer needs and will sell it
for $5 to $10, and someone
else buys it, thinking it’s a
good deal," Wixom said.
The more difficult
parking seems, the more
permits are lost.
Authorized permits are
those sold only through the
Cashier’s Office at SJSU.

campus during evening
hours.
University employees
eligible for semester
parking permits include
faculty and staff. Guest
lecturers and university
equipment repairmen are
allotted temporary permits
by the Office of the
Chancellor, police said.
Permit stickers must
either be displayed on a
card placed on a car’s
dashboard or placed on the
rear bumper of scar.
"Some people break
into a car to steal the card.
Others have found ways to
peel the permits off
bumpers," Wixom said.

Among those suspected
of stealing permits are
students who have stolen
permits from other
students and faculty, he
said.
’Not only students have
been purchasing stolen
permits," Wixom said.
"Some of the faculty have
bought stolen permits.
"We’re taking an
active role in enforcing
parking regulations," he
said. "We’re very actively
checking numbers now."
A car will be cited and
impounded if its permit is
altered, stolen or if the
permit numbers don’t

-continued from page 1
Although Hoop volunteered for
"medical research," he said he did not
know he was being given hallucinogens.
Roop said he was never told he was
participating in Army mind -control experiments.
"All they said was they wanted
volunteers for medical research," Roop
said. "Before an experiment they would
give you the story they wanted to tell you.
If you didn’t like what you heard, you could
back out."
At one point, Roop said he was told he
would test scopalimine,-an ingredient used
in non-prescription sleeping aids.
"They gave it to me at 10 in the
morning," he said. "Three seconds later, I
lost a.1 depth perception. I was high as a
kite. I lost all sense of balance and couldn’t
stand up. I had visual and auditory
hallucinations. It was very intense for
about six hours, and when I woke up the
next morning, I was still high, though it
was more like I had smoked a joint by
then."
Roop was released from the researcn
program a week later. "I would notice
different things,"he said. "I has tacticle
and visual hallucinations. I sort of
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Some fraternities heavily stress
academics also. Alpha Phi Alpha, an integrated fraternity nationally, although
there are no white members at SJSU, is
one.

Alpha Phi Alpha also offers two partial
scholarships each year to selected
graduating high school seniors to the
college of their choice. These students are
under no obligation to join the fraternity.

Potential members go through a study
program to learn about the fraternity the
first six weeks of the semester. The
following six weeks are dedicated to improving study habits and bringing grades
up.

-It’s not the fraternity or society that
makes the individual, but the individual
that makes the fraternity and society,"
said Alpha Phi Alpha Treasurer Herbert
Barry of the fraternity’s philosophy.
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coincide with the car the
permit was issued to.
A citation issued to a
car owner before towing is
85. The owner must pay $2.5
to retrieve a towed car.
Impounding fees run an
additional 85 daily.
A car becomes the
property of the state until
the police are finished
investigating, he said.
The mere fact that a
permit was stolen, and is in
or on someone else’s car,
causes the person in
possession to be charged
with felony possession of
stolen property, even if he
didn’t realize the permit
was stolen, Wixom said.

A student must then
appear for a preliminary
associated it with the drug, but figured it
hearing at Municipal court.
would wear off eventually. I didn’t seem
If a student is charged with
serious enough to shatter my life."
a felony at the hearing, he
Roop said the effect of the drug then goes to trial at the
became obvious in a math test he took as Superior Court level.
part of the post-research testing the Army
did on him.
He may also be subject
He was to solve as many simple ad- to probationary action by
the
University.
dition problems as he could in a minute.
Under normal conditions, Roop could solve
If University Police
an average of 30 to 45 problems in one
impound a car belonging to
minute.
someone who knows his
After his drug experience, he said he permit was stolen, he is
could solve only four. "My attention span
was real short," he said.

Roop described the six years since the
experiments as being continually in "a
wind that blows you to a certain place
that’s either super ecstatic or down in a
deep well."
He said he reached his low point two
years ago, when his depression was most
severe.
"Mentally, I’m fine now only because I
wasn’t fine and decided to put myself back
together. I didn’t like it in the well, so I
decided to climb out.
"I just did it myself. I’ve always been
independent."

Spartan Daily
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This was the scene at Sigma Alpha Nu’s muscular dystrophy benefit dance and party.

Stolen permits hurt parking

Mind control victim talks

n.

.9

He also said alumni from the fraternity may offer connections in areas of
employment.

Couple swings to the amplified beat

Semester day permits
are available to dorm
residents for parking in the
Seventh Street garage, but
not to students who commute. With a night permit,
commuters can park on

no

it 4,, 4, 4,

charged with receiving
stolen property in addition
to felony possession.
"We’re concerned with
the problem," Wixom said.
"People who use stolen
permits to park are effectively removing a
parking space from faculty
or
students
who’ve
rightfully paid for their
permits.
"Is it really fair for
someone to get away with
selling a stolen permit
when others pay $18 a
semester to park"
University Police are
appealing to students not to
purchase bogus permits or
use those they find because
they’re risking a police
record.
They ask anyone with
any questions about permits, including how to file
for a new permit if the
previous one was stolen, to
call 277-3513.
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Another part of each fraternity’s
philosophy is charity work for a chosen
philantropy.
For example, Sigma Alpha Mu gave
an open party last Thursday night, the
proceeds of which were given to muscular
dystrophy.
Sigma Chi puts on a week of events
called Derby Days to raise money for
Camp Coyote for the developementally
disabled at Agnew State Hospital. The
camp, opened in 1974, allows patients to
experience life in the outdoors.
According to Sigma Chi President Joe
Harris, the fraternity raised $9,500 last
year and purchased special wheel chairs
to take outside in the camp, flashlights,
tents, cook kits, stoves and other camping
equipment for the patients.
One disadvantage of fraternities occurs during rush, a process in which interested men visit the houses and chose the
one they prefer.
Fraternities do not accept every man
who wants to join.
"I feel pain at times, but a fraternity is
a living entity and it’s very, very fragile,"

photos by 44-Ae It/fdlotle,

said Pi Kappa Alpha member Larson
Rider concerning the situation.
"If a potential member sees other
members he does not respect and he won’t
get along with, then he won’t join." he
added.
Rider said that Pi Kappa Alpha
screens interested men for personality,
drive, motivation and ambition.
The Inter-F’raternity-Council
an organization consisting of two
representataives from 10 fraternities,
meet each week to vote on fraternity
matters including social activities such as
Greek Week and parties.
Many members are disappointed with
the I.F.C.
"The reason there is a lot of negative
feedback on the
is because people
have different ideas of what it should be
doing," said Bob Fudenna, I.F.C.
treasurer.
"I think they should be organizing
formal rush and be there to handle
disputes between houses," he said.
Fudenna, who is also the vice
president of Sigma Chi, said probably the
most important aspects of I.F.C. is just to
allow for an exchange of ideas.
Fraternities in the I.F.C. are: Alpha
Phi Alpha, Alpha Tau Omega, Kappa
Sigma, Phi Delta Theta, Pi Kappa Alpha,
Sigma Alpha Epsilon, Sigma Alpha Mu,
Sigma Chi, Sigma Nu and Theta Chi.
Omega Psi Phi and Kappa Alpha Psi
are not in thel.F’.C.
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Old foes share thoughts, views on politics
by Craig Henderson
Last April, Joe Tripp!
and Nancy McFadden
battled to win the A.S.
presidency. Trippi lost.
McFadden won, and now
both lead lives active in
politics and society, limited
t* their busy schedules.
In separate interviews,
both rationalized the
reasons for the outcome of
the election.
"After losing an
election, you learn a lot
about yourself," Trippi
said. "I didn’t belong in the
office.
’’I’d like to think that
part of the reason I lost was
because I knew subconsciously that I didn’t
belong there."
"I would attribute our
winning to the people who
worked for and with us. We
had some people really
dedicated to putting our
team in office," McFadden
said.
She said her supporters
were impressed by her
team’s sincerity, desire to
do something and ability to
do a good job.
Each now holdwposite
feelings towards their role
in student government.
"I really wasted a lot of
time in student government," Trippi said "I
should have gotten out of
A.S. after my first year."
N1cFadden feels her

photos by Mtherya Anitstust,

Joe Trippi
job has meaning when she
shows students "they do
have influence.
"Friday was a really
exciting day," McFadden
said. "I had students who
had never been involved in
phoning our state senator
to fight against a bill that

deny students
would
unemployment benefits.
For once students got
together and fought to
protect themselves."
Even though Trippi’s
enthusiasm for student
polo I/ s has waned, he is
still interested in being

involved in the political
machine.
He is now in the
process of managing Jim
Bell’s San Jose city council
campaign and Maxine
Hodges campaign for the
Union School District

Board. He is a paid
registration coordinator
for the Democratic Central
Committee in five other
council and school board
campaigns.
McFadden’s job as
AS. president, for which
she receives 8390 monthly,
includes talking to people
on campus and in the
community, preparing for
meetings, making phone
calls and lobbying for
student causes.
"I have learned how to
lobby people," she said. "I
have learned how to get my
point across without offending people, and I’ve
learned when I need to
offend someone."
Both lead busy lives.
Trippi wakes up at 7
a.m, and doesn’t get to
sleep usually until around 2
a.m.
He attends classes in
the morning and works as a
maintenance supervisor
until 3 p.m. He makes
phone calls to recruit
walk
to
volunteers
precincts until about 5 p.m.
and spends his evenings at
numerous meetings and
planning strategy for the
campaigns he’s managing.
McFadden wakes up at
6 a.m. She attends classes
until 9:30 and never leaves
her A.S. office before 5
p.m.

Many of her evenings
are spent in meetings or at
social functions she feels
she should attend as part of
her job. She tries to spend
time studying in the
evenings and catches up on
studying during the
weekend.
Their social lives
suffer because of their busy
schedules.
a
are
-Women
problem," Trippi said.
"I’ve had several of what 1
would consider serious
relationships with girls
When I
during college.
don’t see the girl for three
weeks, she ends up dropping me."
McFadden said, -I do
go out and I do date. I don’t
have time for a long-term,
serious relationship."
"I don’t give enough
time to the people that
mean a lot to me," she
said. "I’ve gone three or
four months without seeing
a close friend."
They explained why
they choose to work incessantly.
"I’m a junkie gamsaid.
Trippi
bler,"
"Politics is nothing but a
giant (Tap game. There’s
nothing like watching the
returns on election night."
McFadden said, "I
thrive on having a lot to do.
Boredom is something I

Nancy McFadden
don’t want to experience."
Both have neglected
their classes at times
because of their time
consuming jobs.
Trippi has not
registered into classes as of
Monday because he was
busy on campaigns. He
planned to take 15 units "if
I can find a professor

Pool player a teacher
not a cunning hustler
by Lori Eickmann
on Monday, Wednesday
Hal Mix, 69, spends a and Thursday afernoons to
lot of time hanging around help anyone who wants to
the Student Union pool learn. But are frisbeetables-but he’s not out to tossing college students
hustle irrocent college interested in learning the
students. The retired game of pool?
printer with a passion for
Mix believes pool is
pool is interested only in more popular now than
teaching the game.
when he was young
Mix taught a pool class because it has a more
at SJSU for the past five respectable image.
years. but gave that up
"A guy can take his
because it was "too girlfriend to play pool," he
cumbersome."
said.
"You don’t get the
The attraction of the
personal relationships I in a game, according to Mix, is
class L" he explained, that "it’s a game of never
adding that student’s tight ending learning. They say
schedules often resulted in there are six million shots
their attending only three on half of the table."
or so class meetings out of
As a boy in Oklahoma.
10.
Mix said he was always
Mix, who admits he’s a involved in sports but the
pool junkie, gives in- pool hall especially individual lessons in the S.U. trigued him.
for a student rate of $6 per
"I saw those colored
hour. The usual rate is $25 halls rolling around and
for lessons in his home.
they just fascinated me,"
"I’m not in it for the he said with a grin.
money," he said. "I’ve met
The thought of a 15so many kids down here I year-old boy playing pool
really like. It’s a fun conjures up images of
thing."
smoke-filled, dingy pool
Mix said he’s available halls frequented by un-

Hawaiian golf planned
Golfing in the winter
may sound a bit unusual,
but it is the essence of an
eight-day golfing vacation
being offered this semester
at SJSU.
This SJSU travel study
workshop is headquartered
at the Keauhou Beach
Hotel on the Kona Coast of
the "big island" of Hawaii.
The workshop runs
Dec. 29, 1979 through Jan.
5, 1980, for a fee of $745.
Participants get four
days of play and instruction on the Keauhou’s
18 hole championship
course.

The 1953 U.S. Women’s
Amateur champion, Jackie
Pung, will be leading the
%orkshop. Pung, who is
also
a
teaching

professional, played 12
years on the Ladies’
Professional
Golf
Association tour, winning
eight events. She offers her
expert advice in both
daytime clinics and
evening seminars.
The workshop fee
includes green fees for four
days of golf, airfare from
San Francisco to Hawaii
and return, inter-island
transfers, hotel accomrnodations and portage, golf instruction,
welcoming reception and
orientation and concluding
breakfast awards banquet.
Other meals are not included.

desirables. But Mix’s small
town boyhood haunts were
more often "peopled by
loafers." Hanging around
the pool hall was bad for
the image, so Mix said he
practiced his game on the
sly.
"There’s a saying: a
good pool player is the sign
of a misspent youth," he
chuckled. -I guess I was
like all young kids. though I
always worked.
"I have contempt for
hustlers," Mix added,
shaking his head slightly.
-A pool hustler is a thief
who doesn’t have the nerve
to steal. He hangs around
the hall and acts like he
can’t play, then someone
comes in and he robs them
blind."
While pool has always
been his avocation, Mix
made his living as a
printer, which he naturally
gravitated to while
working as a sports writer
for a
small
town
newspaper. He worked for
the Wall Street Journal
most recently.
In his spare time, Mix

self service

phccmobc’

Hal Mix
restores old pool tables.
He’s selling a 124-year-old
table for $15,000 and
another for $8,500. He has
owned his own pool table
for 45 years.
Mix said he especially
working
with
enjoys

college students. He is
scheduled to give a pool
exhibition when the S.U.
celebrates its 10th anniversary in October.
-He’s terrific." Fahad
Alghunaim. 18,computer
science major and one of

Mix’s students, said. "He
begins from zero when he is
teaching the game."
principal
"The
motivation i to teach , is the

fellowship."
Mix explained. "I’ve formed
lasting relationships with
many of the kids I’ve met
here."
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who’ll let me in at this
time."
McFadden took in completes in several
classes last semester
because she worked "18-or
20-hour days" on her
presidential campaign.
Both Trippi and McFadden speculated on what
they would be doing. if the
outcome of the election was
different.
"I think I would have
hated being president,"
Trippi said. "The whole
1980 campaigns would be
happening without me.
Instead of working on
campaigns, I would be
deciding which clubs get
how much money."
McFadden said she
would be taking more than
the nine units she is
presently carrying and
would be working in a
legislator’s office in an
internship program
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Field hockey season opens;
UC-Davis in town Saturday
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by Jeff Rhodie
Undefeated in last week’s pre-season tournament at
Stanford, the SJSU women’s field hockey team opens its
regular season Saturday as UC-Davis invades South
Campus.
When the two Northern California Athletic Conference squads take the field at 11 a.m., they will see
familiar faces, having met five days ago in the Stanford
tourney.
The Spartans won 6-0 in the exhibition game but SJSU
coach Leta Walter doesn’t think Davis will be a pushover
Saturday when the game is for keeps.
"We never take any game lightly," she said. "Davis is
stronger this year. They’re quicker and more experienced."
In last year’s clash, the Spartans overwhelmed Davis
11-0, and outshot them 45-0. SJSU’s penetration time was
more than 24 minutes.
This is the total amount of time an attacking team has
possesion of the ball within 25 yards of its opponent’s goal.
Davis’ penetration time was 17 seconds.
Davis had two wins in conference play last year
against four losses. The Spartans were 6-0 in the conference and 19-1 overall. They went on to win the Region 8
title and placed third in the AIAW national tournament.
However. Walter’s crew is without eight of last year’s
varsity players. Included among the departed is Mary
Balcazar, the team’s second leading scorer last year with
13 goals, and Barbara Secola, the third leading scorer
with 12 goals.

There are seven varsity returnees and 11 members of
the junior varsity are back. The other 12 are newcomers.
Walter says a strong point of the team is its speed and
overall physical condition.
Despite their speed, Walter says that because many of
the players haven’t played together in the past, "we won’t
be as sharp as early as we were last season."
One combination that is working very well, Walter
said, is that of Sue Walker and Sue Williams, both
sophomores and members of the varsity last year.
"They’re playing very well at the inside forward
positions and are taking advantage of scoring op
portunities."
Another varsity returnee is Pommy Macfarlane, a
junior, who has led the team in scoring the past two
campaigns, totaling 42 goals.
"Pommy is in better shape this year than last,"
Walter said, "and she is hitting the ball extremely well."
Macfarlane thinks the team has the talent to make up
for the loss of eight players.
"We could be much stronger than last year," Macfarlane said.
Sophomore Grace Donatelli, another returning
varsity player, agreed with Macfarlane.
"People will be surprised by us," she said.
Donatelli is one of the many players who Walter says
are much improved over last year, both in stickwork and
speed.
Optimism is running high among the players, Walter
said, and "they know they have the ability."

Work may start in December

Stadium expansion approved
by Greg Grimes and Dan Wood
Final approval for the Spartan Stadium expansion
and renovation project was granted yesterday by the
California State University and Colleges Board of
Trustees in Long Beach.
Demolition and excavation could get under way as
early as December, according to Bill Loorz, president of
Stolte Inc. of Oakland, the construction firm for the
project.
The only stumbling blocks remaining are the drawing
up of final plans by Stolte, and approval by the city of San
Jose.
"It will take us about 60 to 70 days to complete the
plans," Loorz said, "and then about three to four weeks
for city approval. It’s what you call red tape.
"Once it’s approved, we’ll barrel-ass right into it."
The 18-member board of trustees unanimously
authorized Stolte to begin the expansion and renovation.
Initial work will include increasing the seating
capacity to over 20,000, by adding a second level to the
grandstand on the west side of the stadium. A new press
box will also be constructed, in addition to further concession and bathroom facilities. This will cost approximately $3 million, Loorz said.
Construction to complete the second level of the
grandstand, as well a- the addition of endzone seats to
bring stadium capacity to over 30,000 is dependent on the
acquisition of further funds.
The total project will :.’ost approximately $5,049,000,

said SJSU Associate Executive Vice President J. Handel
Evans.
Loorz forsees little trouble in gaining the necessary
funds to complete the project.
"With the current enthusiasm at SJSU, everything
looks good," Loorz said.
Much of the construction will be done while the
stadium is in use, which could create some inconvenience
for SJSU and the San Jose Earthquakes, co-tenants of the
stadium.
"We will have to allow for some problems," Loorz
said. -There will be a few rough spots while the events are
going on.
"It’s like labor pains. When it’s all over, it’ll be worth
it
SJSU interim Athletic Director Jon Crosby shares
Loorz’ concern about the potential problems.
"One stipulation of the entire project is that the
stadium be usable at all times," Crosby said. "How you
define usable is anybody’s guess."
Crosby expects little trouble in gaining the city’s
approval for the project.
"I don’t forsee any problems with the city because
they’ve been behind us all the way, with the street improvements and all," Crosby said. "I can’t see them
backing out now.
"The approval is a great moment for us all. We’re
pleased, thrilled, excited all of the above."
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SJSU field hockey player Pommy Macfarlane follows a teammate downfield in action at the Stanford
pre -season tournament Macfarlane will lead the Spartans against UC Davis in Saturday’s season
opener.

Combination of brains and strength
successful for Hooper and Katolin
by Dave Kellogg
The offensive lineman - a strange combination of
brute strength and brains,
"a pivotal area for any
offense" according to SJSU
coach Jack Elway, and
without a doubt the least
glamourous position in
sports.
Tackle Max Hooper
and guard Mike Katolin
form the right side of the
SJSU offensive line.
For two consecutive
weeks they’ve dominated
the best Utah State and
then Stanford had to offer.
They don’t make the
headlines though, for it is
their job to make their
teammates look good.
Judging by the performances of Ed Luther
and
Jewerl
Thomas,
Hooper and Katolin must
be doing their jobs.
"If they look good, we
look good," Hooper said.
Hooper and Katolin
take tremendous pride in
making others look good.
"That’s one of my
main goals, not to let

SJSU sneaks by Gators in double overtime
by Mark Marymee
A goal by SJSU forward Victor Lalos at the
101:47 point of the match
gave the Spartans a
thrilling double-overtime
victory over San Francisco
State 2-1 Tuesday night at
Spartan Stadium, their
second overtime win this
season.
Lidos, who entered the
game early in the second
half, snuck in behind a
Gator defender, took a
from
pass
crossing
freshman don,vard Dave
Todd and headed the ball
past goalie Scott Ludwig
into the left side of the net.
It was Lidos’ first goal of
the year.
"It was a beautiful
pass over the defender,"
Lalos said of the Todd
cross. "The goalie stayed
back in the goal that time
instead of coming out like
he did most of the game. I
don’t think he even saw
me."
One thing the referees
saw early in the game was
a tripping foul on SJSU
fullback Mark Tomlin near
the Spartan goal, which set
up a penalty kick for the
Gators.
Forward Scott Talbot
was delegated to take the
Gator kick and calmly

drilled a low shot at
Spartan
goalie
Walt
Wallace, who made a
diving stop of the ball,
thrilling the partisan
Spartan fans.
But the cheers soon
turned into a chorus of boos
as one referee declared
Wallace had moved before
the kick, nullifying the fine
save and awarding the
Gators a second try.
This time forward
Nakul Reddy did not miss.
With a 1-0 lead the
Gators went into a
defensive setup by dropping several midfielders
back into defensive
positions, planning to sit on
the ball and take home
their first win against SJSU
in 17 years.
"Their strategy for the
rest of the game was to
slow the game down,"SJSU
coach Julie Menendez said.
"They put us in a hole
with that one goal and they
were satisfied with it. Their
goalie in the first half used
up the clock quite a bit."
Down 1-0 with just four
minutes gone in the game,
Menendez moved nearly
the entire SJSU team up to
the front line during offensive thrusts, leaving

fullback Mike Hurst behind
as the sole defender for the
Spartans.
Several times when
Hurst had the ball, one or
two Gator forwards waited
close by to pounce on a
possible mistake and drive
uncontested for a score.
I,uckily Hurst did not make
any major mistakes.
With most of the
Spartans up in offensive
positions, shots and scoring
opportunities
came
readily, but the Spartans
seemed to push a bit too
hard at times, causing bad
passes and mistakes that
almost cost them the game.
Along with the more
aggressive style by the
Spartans came numerous
fouls from both sides, 42
overall, leading to an
eruption at the 71 -minute
mark which developed into
a bench clearing confrontation between the two
sides.

and

teammate

"I think the fight pulled
us together," Silveira said.
"I don’t really know if it
helped us win, but we came
together after it."
While the mini-brawl
may have brought the
Spartans back together as
a team, Gator defender
Nick Barulich pulled SJSU
back into the contest when
he pushed Bradley in the
penalty area, giving the
Spartans a penalty try with
12:43 left in regualtion
time.
Those who lived by the
penalty kick also seemed to
die by it as Bradley wasted
little time in knotting up
the score with a shot past
I,udwig into the right

A tripping foul by San
Francisco State midfielder
Peter Mangini against
Spartan Joe Silveira
started it and when the
pushing and kicking match
ended, yellow cards were
given to Mangini, SJSU
midfielder John Bradley

Twenty-four minutes
later labs broke the tie,
giving the Spartans their
third official win in four
tries. Friday night’s SJSUGreek American contest
was an exhibition game
and does not count in the
standings.
"During some periods
we played well and in
others we lacked consistency," Menendez said.
"I think our guys showed
some class with the way
they came back."
The Spartans next take
on the University of
Southern California in I,os
Angeles tomorrow night,
on their first road trip of

TV’s
FOR RENT

hitting head on," Katolin
said. "I feel like a 40-yearold man when it’s over
with."
Because of the Spartans’ lack of depth in the
line, Katolin and Hooper
don’t get much of a break
during a game. Against
Utah State they both went
the whole game without a
rest.
"I lost 14 pounds
Utah
against
State,- Katolin said.
With the tremendous
punishment it takes to
make an offensive line
effective
it’s
understandable why, "it
takes a lot of beer and good
looking women to make
you feel better after a
game," Katolin said.

Football trip
needing
Anyone
transportation to Saturday’s football game at
Berkeley can ride a
rooter’s bus which will
leave the South Campus
locker room Saturday at
10:45 a.m.
Round trip bus ticket is
$6, plus $2 for the game
ticket.
For
further information contact Jack
Mogg at the Athletic Ticket
office in the Men’s Gym
from 9:00 a.m. to 430 p.m.
daily, or call 277-3241.

LSAT
and

GMAT
\ 11111 \
Review Seminars

Special Student Rates

Y

$10 Per Month

377-2935

IS student wierg class aix
Town Inching Icnniqu
Con.nient weel,iond cl
EXCLUSIVE MATH REFRESHER

A fumble of -toot slinky witted odiferous ruminant which pops
up now and ago, on campus ond s notorious for its wondrous knock
in tying the fabled Gordian Knot The clever cloven-hooved beast
(with the whimsical heart of steel) has o well developed case of
short sightedness and a highly refused taste for the long end of sticks
(You get the short end) Its habitat ionges front the dizzying heights
of every bureaucracy to the labyrinthine corridors of academe The
harry humped two fisted beast leaves behind a trail of woe as it
wends its woy across the landscape in a downright arbitrary and
capricious manner,
A staunch defender of the status quo and
Aronge, of rights the Bamboozle is at work wherever you see on
unhappy employee a pugnacious professor c miffed administrator
oi o student left standing out in the cold

Student Union
10th Anniversary Celebration’
Faculty, Staff & StudentsSHOW OFF!

Call Jarilar sign-ups -- 277-3222

corner of the goal. It was
Bradley’s third goal of the
year.

sometimes ask if you can
handle a certain block,"
Hooper said.
"For the most part
though, Luther has a better
picture of the defense,"
Katolin said.
Coming into this
season "the pivotal part of
the offense" was a question
mark for Elway.
After the first game
against Utah State, the
offensive line was no longer
a question mark as it
handled
All -America
defensive tackle candidate
Rulon Jones with relative
ease.
"You never know what
to expect, but after that
first drive I knew what we
could do," Katolin said.
The job of an offensive
lineman is also very
punishing.
"I’ve been fortunate as
a tackle bacause my knees
are less vulnerable than a
guard’s," Hooper said.
"That’s the advantage of
always having a guy in
your face, it’s just a matter
of who gets off the ball."
Hooper still takes a
great deal of punishment.
His knuckles are wrapped
to prevent the loss of skin
that comes from delivering
a blow. He frequently deals
with pain in his thick neck
and shoulders because "I
lead with my head more,"
Hooper said. Soreness in
the legs is routine because
"that’s the most important
and worked part of the
lineman, it’s where the
explosion comes from,"
Hooper said.
At guard, Katolin deals
more with linebackers.
"It’s like two cars

(bon be/se

TALENT SEARCH
Participate in our campus, Talent Day Oct. 11
& be featured in our fiew Coffee House.

Mark

Luther
get
sacked,"
Hooper said.
"The two worst things
in the world are looking
back and seeing Luther
being put on his rear and
seeing yourself being
beaten in films," Katolin
said.
The offensive line has
only had to suffer through
that embarrassment once
this year, with Luther’s
only sacking coming
against Stanford.
To make people like
Luther and Thomas look
good it takes more than the
brute strength to overpower opponents.
"The offensive line is
controlled
craziness,"
Kaiol in said. "You can
have a guy who’s 6-7, 265
pounds, but if he can’t
think, he’s useless to you."
The lineman needs that
intelligence to analyze
defenses, change blocking
assignments on the line of
scrimmage and other
things once only accredited
to quarterbacks.
"We have at least three
different ways to block
every play, depending on
the defense," Katolin said.
Because of these
various blocking patterns,
"cornniunication is imperative," according to
Katolin. in order to insure
smooth execution.
"Most of the time Mike
has a better view because a
tackle is lined head up on
me, so he has to tell me
what’s going on a lot of the
time," Hooper said.
There is also a certain
amount of input back to the
quarterback
"Luther
will

Ar

The next time you feel like you ve been bamboozled befuddled
or thwarted even drop by the Ombudsman
office
0, toll
277,2720 for on appointment

800.243.4767

September 20
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Egeland talks
on abortion

Ad jobs up for women
by
Qraliffilititl‘er4excellent chances" for production and typesetting machine
job opportunities in the retail advertising operation.
"If they had the ability they could
market, according to a guest speaker in an
move into copywriting and layout," he
advertising class.
Henry Haggland, a general manager said.
"What I stress is that students try to
and advertising director for the advertising department of Hart’s depart- tkae creative art classes such as
ment store, talked to retail advertising photography and other classes such as art,
students recently in the Journalsim copywriting and production. It would be
easier to get a job this way."
Building.
He said that a background in art and
Haggland said that women can relate
to customers of retail stores as they make advertising is equally important.
Haggland has been with Hart’s 15
up 85 percent of the shoppers.
Typically, 90 percent of the ad- years.
A past president of the San Jose Advertising staff in department stores are
women, while the precentage is less in vertising Club, he was an advertising
manager of Hale’s Department store
advertising agencies, he said.
Using his own operation ( copywriter, which is now the Broadway. He also
two production workers and a layout ar- worked in the advertising department of
tist’. he said that if a job opening occurred the J.C. Penney’s main office in New York
he would look for a student to start first on City.

Assemblywoman Leona Egeland, DSan Jose, will be on campus today at 7 p.m.
in ED 120 to speak on "Legal Controls on
Abortion."
She will address the combined classes
of "Women and Politics" taught by Prof.
Fauneil J. Rinn and "Life, Sex, Death and
the Law" taughtby Prot. James E.
Watson. The campus community is also
invited.
"Assemblywoman Egeland has led
efforts in California to clarify the conditions under which pregnant women may
use Medi-Cal funds to pay for abortions,"
Rinn said.
photo by Paul Chino

Henry Haggland

Overseas business internships available
by Christine Merck
The local chapter of AIESEC at SJSU may remove
some of the hassle and anxiety that students face finding
employment overseas.
AIESEC i from a French acronym that translates into
the International Association of Student in Business and
Economics ; is a student run, non-profit and non-poltical
organization with chapters in 55 countries on six continents.
SJSU is one of eight universities in California that has
a chapter. It’s located in the Business Classrooms, Room
316.
"All majors with an interest in working with corporations on an international level and locally are
welcome to join the chapter," said Kathy Waligore,
marketing senior and president of the chapter.
Any students may join the local chapter and gain
practical experience in marketing, finance, publicity.
advertising and management, Waligore said.
The chapter’s main focus is to market companies in
the Santa Clara Valley for internship openings. For every
internship that opens up locally, SJSU’s chapter may send
a student to a foreign-based firm involved in the internationl job exchange program. The firms include
European companies and American subsidiaries,
Waligore said.
"Not all students who join the local chapter desire to

work abroad," she said.
Some choose to market locally, opening up job opportunities for foreign students, while gaining their own
pre-degree experience and local business contacts.
Some students just want to run regional seminars or
help with administering the club, she said.
Other students prefer to work as part of the chapter’s
finance committee doing bookkeeping or to write and
layout the chapter’s newsletter.
"There are only a few requirements for those who
choose to work abroad," Waligore said. One need not be a
business major, but to apply for a traineeship, abroad
student must have taken beginning courses in economics
and business.
Some countries require a knowledge of a language
other than English, while some don’t, said Irene Leau,
chapter vice-president and a senior in international
business.
Aside from Great Britain, an SJSU student with a
command of English only could be hired by a company in
Asia, the Middle East or Scandinavia.
Joann Claiborne, a graduate student in international
marketing who’s involved with the campus chapter,
worked in Norway this summer. She had no background in
the Norwegian tongue.
"She worked six weeks on a special project putting
together a reference booklet on oil prospects for a man

researching the oil business and its application to Norway," ’,eau said.
"After working in Norway in June, Joann traveled
through Europe until after this semester began." Leau
said. "She was on her own a lot, but called European
chapters every now and then for directions."
Karla George, a senior in international business and
also active in the local chapter, worked in Finland for six
weeks and then traveled during the rest of this summer
through Europe making frequent contact with European
AIESEC chapters.
She was able to communicate in English during her
traineeship.
"Karla met a lot of AIESEC people in Europe," Leau
said. "There were some peole around during the summer
and they had parties for her and showed her around
various countries.
"In turn, our chapter helps settle foreign exchange
students hired as local items. We help students find
apartments and hold parties for them," Leau said.
SJSU students who wish to work as interns abroad
have first and second choice of the countries in which
they’d like to work.
At the end of March every year, applicants are
notified of their placements by AIESEC national
headquarters in New York, Waligore said.
There is an AIESEC chapter in many countries

abroad through which an American student obtains
employment.
The hosting committee handles the visa, arranges
housing, and provides and social and cultural reception
program, according to an organizational brochure.
Traineeships last from two to 18 months and offer a
wide range of experience in business disciplines. Students
obtain passports and pay air fare but earn enough money
from companies to cover living and incidental expenses.
They also acquire a good selection of company officials to call on when it’s time to write resumes, Waligore
said.
Some students like their jobs abroad so much and do
well enough that they’re hired for longer than the duration
of their traineeships, she said.
Brazil’s Hipolito Santos was hired as an intern for a
few months by FMC Corporation, a San Jose company
that manufactures heavy machinery. He has been with
the company for two years now.
"The job’s exactly what he wants to do, and he’s just
been hired permanently," Waligores said. Santos works in
the marketing department of 1.11 firms airline division.
The next AIESEC general meeting is scheduled for
Wednesday at 5:30 p.m. in the S.U. Costanoan Room.
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by Craig Henderson
"Time After Time" is
worth seeing again and
again.
"Most movies work on
one or two levels. This
movie works on five,"
director and screenplay
author Nicholas Meyer
said before the film’s
premiere showing at the
Regency Theater in San
Francisco Friday.
For those who enjoy
searching for deeper
meanings, "Time" should
be seen repeatedly.
"Time After Time" is a
thriller. H.G. Wells and
Jack the Ripper are
by
time
transported
machine to 1979.
Wells expects the
future to be a Utopia, but
he is disappointed, whereas
Jack the Ripper feels right
at home. At one point in the
movie, Jack the Ripper
says, "Ninety years ago I
was a freak. Now I’m just
an amateur."
In the meantime, Wells
falls in love with Ami, a
bank officer, and attempts
to save her from his fellow

wants. ’
Steenburgen gives a
memorable performance
of a woman who is
spacey,
somewhat
aggressive yet vulnerable,
and naturallly funny.
Nicholson
Jack
discovered Steenburgen
three years ago. She appeared in Nicholson’s
movie, "Goin’ South."
Born in Arkansas, she

travelled to New York at
age 19, studied for two
years, and acted on stage
for five years.
Steenburgen accepted
the role in the movie
because "I thought it would
be fantastical, magical,
something people would
want to be taken away
with."
David Warner’s por-

trayal of Jack the Ripper
provides few acting
possibilities but Warner is
effective. His psychotic.
facial expressions are
frightening.
Enjoyable aspects of
the movie are the special
effects and animation
designed to take the
audience through time
zones. The effects are at
time hypnotic and dazzling.

classifieds
time traveler.
"The purpose of the
movie is to entertain.
Entertainment doesn’t
have to be a synonym for
banal or stupid," Meyer
said.
-A movie should make
you feel." he added. "If you
leave the movie thinking
about what you felt, all the
better."

The deepest level of the
movie sets up Wells’
travels as an analogy for
Freud’s search through the
subconscious. It is a
discovery that aggression
is innate rather than just a
product of the times.
The acting in "Time
after Time" is impressive.
Malcolm McDowell, whose
credits include "If" and

America’s youth rages
to ’portable’ stereo
by Jeffery Morris
Dodging pedestrian
traffic on his skateboard, a
skateboarding youth rocks
to the sound of Rod
Stewart’s hit "Do Ya Think
I’m Sexy?"
The song blasts from a
portable radio the size of a
suitcase he held in one
hand, snapping his fingers
on the other hand.
"This box cost me a
little over $300, Robert
Jasden, a sop)tomore at
San Jose’s Overfelt High

ding poigancy to the movie.
The moral for the
character, Wells, is, "Eras
never change, only love
makes the difference.
Mary Steenburgen, the
actress who protrays Ami,
describes her as "the
typical
20th
century
liberated women."
A liberated woman,
according to Steenburgen,
"goes after what she

..Clockwork
Orange,"
stars as Wells. He portrays
the childlike innocence of a
boy discovering a new
world.
McDowell said in an
interview prior to the
premiere that his job is -to
convince the audience that
Wells wants this women
Ami to go back in time
with her." McDowell
succeeds brilliantly, ad-

School said.
"I like to cruise around
here because I can attract
a lot of attention," he
added.
Jasden’s box had a
quadraphonic
clock,
speakers, a small reel to
reel tape deck and a
microphone.
"I’m not old enough to
drive yet so this will have
to do for now," Jasden
said.
At one time transistor
radios were the rage

eio6

America’s
among
teenagers. These smaII,
Japanese-made,
usually
musical wonders brought
the latest hits to millions of
young people.
The transistor radios of
today weigh up to 25
pounds, have controls
which resemble an airplane cockpit and can be
ordered with burglar
alarms.
"The Advent of the
portable tape player and
the development of a larger
AM-FM radio has almost
signaled the end of the
transistor radio," said Ken
Estes of Sound Stereo in
Sunnyvale.
"People, especially
teenagers, seem to want
loud music wherever they
go," he added.
These portable steroe’s are
the best selling items next
to stereo equipemtnt on the
market, according to
Estes.
-We have a portable radio
which comes with a
television, a CB, four
speakers, a reel-to-reel
tape deck and last but not
least a four channel radio,"
he said.
This particular model
costs $589.95
"We have sold at least
30 of these in the last two
weeks," Estes said.
A $259.99 model
features a cassette tape
player, dual speakers with
four inch woofers, and AMFM radio, microphone and
battery level indicators.
Burglar alarms, color
T.V.’s and adapters for
extra speakers are some of
the other items that are
becoming commonplace on
"tramsistor
today’s
radios."
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prices We are "ueturnishing.
apartments close to campus on a
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regular

We
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available dinettes,
B
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II

idea beds.
coffee and end fables, lamps,
rugs, dressers, desks, beds and
misc Cash and carry. Call 295
7434.

cards,

series
Yearbooks and world
programs, autographs, statues.
sports
memorabilia
QUICK
See

CASH.

Dr

Lapin,

USED

by

followed

7 30

request

9.00 to 12 00
evenings In WG 101.

LESS.

St. Call 2116-6775.

to 9 00
dancing

DEAR Students, faculty and
employees
When you
need
insurance. isn’t it nice to know
there is someone who can help

Friday

from

FOR

RECYCLE BOOKSTORE. 91 E
San Fernando on corner Of 3rd

EVERYBODY it invited to the
for
Folkdance
Club
SJSU
lolkdancing
Balkan Israeli
Nom

BOOKS

you

with

all

your

insurance

Other performances in the Faculty
Artist Series include; chamber music by
"Kaleidoscope," Oct. 28, harpsichordist
Fernando Valenti on Nov. 18 and on Dec. 2
the San Jose String Quartet with guest
pianist John Delevoryas.
Auditions for the San Jom Youth
Symphony will be held on Saturday, Sept
29 at 9 a.m. for string instruments and on

Please contact Kim, Art

Wes! Studios, P0 Box 1939, Los
Gatos CA 95030 Call 374 OM
RETAIL EXPERIENCE
in
retail store now
Ma tor
teryiewinia
for
salespeople
for
opportunity
looking
for
Outstanding

advancement

working conditions All benefits

HIGH velocity students for PT

insurance

SKIERS and would’be skiers.

policy.

Check out the SJSU Ski Club and
sere the world ... well Maybe
Colorado. Have fun. escitement,

opportunity

thrills! Meet fascinating people

more information. please call

I would also color the
of provrdong you

with dependable protection and
prompt personal service. For

and make great new friends.
Sign -op at the table in front of

MORY STAR
253 3277
to review your insurance needs
at the time and place of your

the Art Clued, aaaaaa from the
Student Union and come to the
first meeting Thurs.. Sept. 13 at
7.3e p.m. (ti the PU ballroom.
Yahoo get horny at the "horny
Stanford Tailgate Party." Sat..

convenience.

Sept. 15. Get tickets and maps at
the fable. NOMecoming, Oct. 6;

factory. Top quality. Call RiCh
Night, 255 5996

ROLLER SKATES
Style- inepensive. Direct from

commission. Call John at 244
2040, 9 5.
NEED MONEY? We’ll give you
money in exchange for you
giving us work. We need two
general on ice workers, 53.30 Per
hour. A typist (SO wpm). $3.SO
per hour, and an accounting
hour
assistant.
$3.50
per
We
Workstudy students only
offer a rnaimurn 01 30 hours per
week. Call 277 3235, or stop by

more into.

THE HUMIDOR SMOKE SHOP.
Fine Cigars
Tobacco
Im

aplication

ported

PART TIME

STUDENT

Wide
Selection Magazines. 325 So. 151

Take

M-4415.

DENTAL PLAN -care of your mouth ..
E nroll Now’. Information A.S.
Mega Phone 371-6111.

Cigarettes

-

BARE WALLS? Spice up your
eel.

with

our

beautiful

art

FOR

We have a few
positions open for responsible
people who can earn $10010 3400
STUDENTS

per

Use

WORK

working only 21 25
Perfect for students

week

hours
Won’t

interfere

with

sales

classes.

experience

your

prints. Over w oilterent prints

Previous

grants. Writ* Ed al 4799 Scotts
Valley Drive, teats Valley, CA

S.U. Lobby thru Fri., Sept. 21
03.50/ea., or any 1 for 51

helpful but not necessary

LAST DAY,
Incredtble art print sale in 5 U
Lobby Over 500 different prints

NEEDED Person to do outside
work for a church (No lawn
5 10
Near campus
mOwin9)

53 50,ea . or any 1 for SIP

hrs

Mildiunt

in

BALLET classes and exercrse.
All ages, all levels. Personal
attention, detailed

week

$3 50 hour

of Delta Gamma on
Tinos . Sept 20, all P m.for nor
Anchor
Cl
Call
rush.
Laurie or Sandi at 279 9691 for

NEEDED: Two reporters, one
ph ttt her
and
one
marketing assistantfor Cal Hi
Sports, a new sports newspaper

info.

covering

Calif.

high

schools

Contact editor Mark Tennis at
245,S1196.

All former Camden High track
and cross country members are
invited to participate in the last

MATURE STUDENT tea sssss in
teaching
remedial
reading.

watermelon run. Sept. 24, 3’13
Information: Wayne Burdock.
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p.m
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vegetarian meals seven days a
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NEW RECIPE tastes
lantastic Very little actual work
in putting it together and you

teaching

ROOM for rent in house, Smiles
from campus, across from park
Non smoker, male or female

FEMALE roommate needed to
share furnished 2 bdrrn., 2 Ca.
apt. near 5.1511 campus Non
smoker preferred Apt cornets
swimming pool and
facilities. $142.50,no

includes

only need a small spare to do it
NO ADDITIVES’ Pure malt

Spencer at 20211101.
_
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Hill

Kathie at 571.1216

from 9 a.m. to, p.m

My daughter
tutor in nigh

wishes
school
C11

SPANISH

and
ENGLISH
teacher and tutor Reasonable
rates Call Tab at 2SS 7170 OWN.
ASTROLOGY CLASSES
to interpret noroscopes

Learn
Small

Classes

Call

DonnKe 002 ass

Must

Drivers

man

Pt

Call 292

OW Iron" 1 6 P.m
GOOD S Set your own hours
Process service Call ?es IOW
Mon Fri

I
MISERLY- music
maximise money and mamma@
with AUDIO ENTERPRISES. SJSU’s complete

electronics airing
service with the widest selection
of the highest fidelity. of the

et. i 1: I.

MARRY TODAY! Legal if both
Over II and living together
No
confidential
Absolutely
blood test No waiting period. Be
married near campus by Rey
Don. II 5 . D.D Call 110-0140

FOR WOMEN.
cake popper
for

ACCURACY,

NEATNESS and DEADLINES
Experienced
GUARANTEED
reports
and
in
Masters
dissertations Approved by San
Jose Slate University Graduate
Department IBM Selectric It
South San Jose Blossom Valley
Area Call Janet at 227 MS,

.40

NNW,. otit1 511,14 i’s 1

,,,,,,
thoy

Phone

EncluSed is S

St ND CHECK. MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO
,..513 I AN DAR Y
ASSIF if D

1 All UNIVI FISITY
CA) IFORNIA 9!-,1 1.1

lowest prices Nearly 300 brands
stereo
compacts.
mom
esoteric
and
pro

of

oonents.

equipment tor the car home,
stage or studio
[so TV’s.
VCR’s and video games
All
items new w lull warranty

30

day defective exchange shipped
direct

your

bachelorette or bridal shower
party Call Rick at 736 3024

militiislitiritelv

I

14:1CII)

consumer

TYPING

City

Se1,11

7451.

Bo.

middlemen

Addriss

Help War.,

WEARERS

Lens
Supplies.
Phoenix. A215011

LOOKING for bicyclist partners
Hamilton on
ride up Mt

Rafe iali,ssurci I I0 1111

Ai ,,,,, untying/or.

LENS

Save on brand name hard or soli
Send for free
lens supplies
Contact
illustrated
ca la log

to

11,11111

Check a Classdet an.

Science Bldg )

REMOVAL by FAY. Cell NO
7511. Mon and Wed.

9044

(.0 1, afIdasotral Awe .1,1

Howe Imes Oor Day

1/10 or come by 120 E
San
Salvador SI in downtown Si
Work up trum
by II

for

HAIR

nOtIo

rimy

00

a

companionship and possibly as
live in companion. Call 2902301.

Priiit Your Ad Here

SIlO

50

IN

SINCERE
handicapped
man
with speech defect, completely
sell sufficient, enloys
music

PART TIME
needed Earn approvirnately 645
for 13 hr shift SJSU students
welcomed Call King Cabal 293

lart.

Free

For all your
Berkeley now
serving the 5.15U campus Rom
a m to 7 p rn
M F Phone 217
BERKELEY
typing needs

lem ale

Mate

ATTEND CARE for
time. 10 noon $4/hr

clerk

Will train
16 hrs per wk. Call

FOUI

SCALE is a free SJSU ,,,,,, m.
Old Cafeteria Building call 777

0129

ENTERTAINMENT

Japanese.

RATES
Iwo

today,

Cab

EXECuTivE
OFFICE
OPERATIONS TRAINEE Part

9 4

plus half of utilities. Call 293

6171

School.
7540 hours per/wk..
Mon -Fri. awn. 2.7 pm. Call Mr

speak

Earn 5200 00 weekly part time
stuffing envelopes, No exp.,.
for
free
Necessary.
Write
details

In-

5175 Call 267 6590 or 267 2e92

Summit Travel, Inc.. Parkade
II,
Columbia.
Plata,
Suite
Missouri 60201 Call 13141 174

MATURE STUDENT tossist in
math

awareness.

ternships available in 52 degree
NOW
REGISTER
areas

CONTACT

0356.

highly motivated Please call or
wrote for an application to

Handyman esperience helpful
Free rent includes phone and
cable TV. Units are? miles from

Wed. thru Sat 9 foe.

community

5375 plus dep Non Smokers NIS

sun trips on campus for mom
To
mission plus Nee skiing
individual most be
quality,

ASSISTANT

Now
of
is
legal’ You can be drinking your
own import type brew in 1 to a

your career aspirations and gain

2117

5275
shared r00/11. 5300 single. 977
AK SOURY St. off Alameda near
Taylor by YMCA. Call 292.1512

available for 1979 Sc
involves
Job
year
school
promoting high quality ski and

One person needed
to live in studio apartment and
help with the management

for hale

Try getting a

classes.

position

MANAGER

727 1576.

EXPERIENCE

Rooms, meals, all utilities paid.

Respond to ad 10/133

or 295.7431.
’71 DODGE van. Rebuilt 6 cyl ,
AT. AM/PM lam bed. radials
MUST SEE. 31.500/of ter Call

HE A LTHWAY

FOODS 126 San Salvador.

ATTENTION Skiers. Part time
representative
sales
student

or

Cain eyes. 377-2246 or 294 4740

Jlotess

w/fruit. protein
ROOM FOR RENT in family
home Call 37.3347 Ones,, Or
write P0 Eta 1391. Campbell,

356 7481 evenings

formation

electrical or

all of the
Painting (any
above). Work part time to lit
hours.
Call WS 6647
moor school

mans.

Ace
drink

Energy

drinks

TUTOR

TYPIST for law firm Full/pt
time Will train Call E Guild at
in
793 $311 for
279 1071 or

(person),
S4
covering layers,

pr/hr

lvice.

sou,,,,,

Pep

player M F

720 me. Excel Cond. 115000. 357’

Outer

Fresh

sweet

physics and mathematics
249 6544

commission with base salary,
flexible hours JC Penney, Mt.
View
equal opportunity em

work

7075

Morrison, C010445.

FRESH

per5Onalited

in Los
weekdays or wknds
Gatos
for
dosabled
grad
student 1.4/hr Call 356 2714. in

AC. PS, PB, AM/FM. Vinyl roof,

Wed thru Sal

houing

Call Sharon 354 9520 afternoons,

Sales position straight salary or

PART TIME

perience English culture fir
sthand For information sent;?
to Peace Inc . P.O. Box 27749,

to
quality
Tupperware
Sell
friends, lamily. acquaintances.

CA 951SO

Spencer at

257-1109.

au tomoth

Men or women! Interested in
earning an extra 050 or more per
week? Work your own holies!

envelope
P
add stamped
Lewin, P0 Box 6571 San Jose.

Must be
train

Will

excellent

LIVE with a family in England
for S99 95. summer 1910. Ex

Denver, CO 10227 Deadline Jan.
31, 1910. PEACE ginc., 12051 W.

laundry

ladles

paint,

CA 95000

Fast service 51/ pg. Call Sheila
at 2709129.

TYPING: IBM Corr. Selectric.

help with a I4 year old autistic
body after 4 p in to I? p.m Call
244 6111i alter 9 d.0

help 4. anilcd

Canker Rush: All
previous and prospective anchor
(tankers are invited to loin the

new

ROOM FOR RENT m a family
home. Call 379.3317 era., or
write P0 Bo 1391, Campbell,

and
typing
EXPERT
proofreading of term papes. etc

Call 295

Single male parent needs girl to

ANCHOR

cassette,

HOUSING

We

School of Ballet Arts. Call WO

II-

AP

7035

instruction.

611110r 991’2416.

’77 MUSTANG

World!

for

54.95

Send

No

YACHTS!

experience Good Pay!
Australia! So. Amer.

train Call 166 0400

95066, for a tree Consultation.

Wedding

understood
and
by
Finest
For
the

Dum

the Alumni House and fell out an

Barn Dance, Oct. 14; Halloween
Party, Oct. 31. Call M1097 for

STUDENTS.

Jobs!
CRUSESHIPS!

Mend’ ii. San Jose, CA 95134

selling TV Guide and other mags
behalf
of
the
Crippled
on
55 7/hr on
Chldren’s Society

health

a

Wedding PhotograellY. cell JONI
at 44/1-23111.

J M McDonalds, 3171

Apply al

for

Photographer? images by John
es press ions of love, soft,

elegant

LICATION/INFO/REFERRALS

life

BE ERMAKING:

According to Peter Bloom of the A.S.
Program Board, everything but the
contracts have been completed for the
Babys and Nick Gilder to play the San Jose
Civic Auditorium on Nov. 16.
Bloom said he put in over 100 working
hours to try and put the show together for a
Sept. 28 date as originally scheduled. He
said, after talking to Gilder’s manager, the
concert should come off as planned,
though a month and half late.
Bloom said that for every 10 shows he
does try to promote perhaps only one
actually reaches the stage.

$10

State Farm car, homeowners,

an easy bike ride
Apply at BMA, 1040 N. 4th. St.

Oct. 1 at 7 p.m for all other instruments.
Both sessions will be held in room F-15
at the San Jose City College Music
Department and open to musicians between the ages of 11 and 21.
The Youth Symphony is presenting
two concerts in San Jose this season. The
first on Jan. 12 with French hornist Robert
Routch. Soloist for the Sunday, May 4
concert will be pianist Hans Boepple.
Both concerts will take place at the
Center for the Performing Arts.
Persons interested in the youth orchestra can call 287-7383 to obtain an
audition application.

nude

LOOKING
are

everyone!

have worked hard for with a
and/Or

CHILDREN’S

CENTER, 494-1300.

female

Mature

Semi nude,

Models

ROY at 290.6917.

FACULTY,
the vide.

PENINSULA

Men! Women!
NEEDED

needs? I would enloy helping
you protect the good things you

campus,

The SJSU Faculty Artist Series begins
this Sunday at 3:30 p.m. in the Music
School Concert Hall with tenor Raymond
Nilsson accompanied by Pianist Patrick
Meierotto.
This is the first time these shows will
be presented in conjunction with the
Associated Students Program Board. The
Sunday series is offered with other
classical concerts in an admission
package that can save subscribers $17.25.
Nilsson, a principal tenor ,with the San
Francisco Opera Company since 1961, will
present selections from Mozart, Lalo,
Puccini, Tchaikovsky and "La Traviata"
by Verdi.
Nilsson has been listed in "Who’s Who
in America" and "The World Who’s Who in
Music."

While at 291

VOLUNTEERS needed to work
children
dislur bed

with

4900

MOVING AND HAULING: I
have small covered truck and
will do all sorts ot iolts. Call

411(’Y

Faculty grabs spotlight

Call Mr

lifting

Pr he

Bus.

Tower 763. or call 1374191.

Teaching

lime, 4 hr day Start 54 2$/hr
warehouse
processing
Food
Requires light typing. general
off ice skills and some heavy

from

wholesale

distributors to you in II to la
Sans optional 5 ye parts and
labor
Discwasher and S tree
LP s
w any
system
Tapes access
w 5100
Before

or

yours at cost
more
purchase

you
buy
elsewhere.
check the low Al price Call 255
1550 anytime emcee, M. W for
price quotes, advice Ask for
ken Students and faculty only
please

Check

weekly
E

S.U. board for
specials. 1,
AUDIO
T
EN
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Segilerttlwr 10

1919
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Grad studies hail
with computers

LOST

by Dave Burckhard
A former SJSU student uses a computer to find out
what in hail is going on.

by Paul Scott Stewart

L.OoK, 141E BE.EN scrTikc, HERE
FoR1Wo wEE.115. I5 A ORkooKtip..i
-SEWOR. I Dot.11 cARE. IF You Do
HAVE A QUOTA. 1. NEE.0 This
You Ftf-ASE
CLASS, ROW
SIGN MY A99- DPOP RAM.

(You 114111 JUST oeco,usE You
Youta CIeJJ CRAW., YOU
CAN DISTURB THE. inl-flANAcy
THAT 15 NECE.sAP,Y Poll, THE

roTAL FARTICPKTIGN Of A

(WILL YoU 516f4 MY FORM
IF 1 PRciftUSE NEVERTo
SPEA) ir) CLASS AN() ONL’Y’
SHOW OP ot..1 TE-51 PATES?

CLASS Of 114)5 SENS)TIVIty.

Carl Berkowitz, a research scientist with Battelle
Pacific Northwest Laboratories, discussed the simulation
of hailstone formation using a high-speed computer,
during an election meeting of the SJSU student chapter of
the American Meteorology Society.

cAskY(BE,-1(EEP lAuciN1G.

Using what is known EIS a "vector computer" which is
10 times faster than the university’s "scalor" main
computer, the 1976 SJSU graduate studies hailstone
growth and related factors such as collisions and
trajectories.

111_

Frank Gouveia is the new vice president, Maureen
Ward is the secretary-treasurer, Angelo Giusti is the
activities chairman, Bill Thompson is the tutor chairman
and Bill Paul is the student-at-large.
Berkowitz also discussed job opportunities for
meteorology graduates stressing the importance of
continuing education.
"If you get a job with an organization like Battelle, be
Before the talk, society members elected Mike Dias to
succeed Bill Thompson as president of the SJSU prepared to be an eternal student," he said. "You’re
always in the process of learning something."
meteorology chapter.

His research is important to both scientists and
farmers because hailstorms cause $3 million annually in
agricultural damage.
The National Hail Research Experiment is spending
$2 million on hailstorm damage research.

He said that Battelle, a non-profit organization, is not
only involved with atmospheric studies but investigates a
diverse range of phenomena with the goal of using
practically-applied science on immediate problems.
The firm is now doing research on new grains, new
types of pumps and cancer.
It works closely with universities throughout the
country.

lierk,,v011
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NEW 3 -WAY SPEAKER SYSTEM (Model 985)

mospartaguide
The SJSU Folkdance
Club will hold a class and
an open dance tomorrow
night beginning at 7:30 in th
Women’s Gym, Room 101.
For more information call
Maureen O’Day at 377-8776.

El Concilio will hold a
"Chicano Welcome Week"
program today between 10
a.m. and 3 p.m. in the S.U.
Ballroom. Call Rosa Nieto
or Selda Sigula at 277-2404
for further information.

Are you looking for
more out of life? Find
answers to questions you
always wanted to know.
This all happens "Sunday
Night Live" in Royce Hall
Lounge from 9-10 p.m.
,0
the
Inter-Varisty
Christian Fellowship will
invite Gary Fischer to
speak on "Discipleship"
tonight in the S.U. Almaden
Room beginning at 7. Call
Alan Logan at 287-3918 for
more information.

Phi Delta Theta, 596 S.
10th will be having an open
partj tonight from 9 p.m.
until 1 a.m. Admission is
$1. Music will be provided
by LA’s The Fan." SJSU
identification card will be
required. Call Stu McFaul
at 294-1427 for further information.

With Sound Quality So

Fantastic You Won’t
Believe Your Ears!
Giant size cabinets give rich resonant
sound to fill even the largest room.

$149 each [$298 for the pair].

The Marketing Club
will host a private wine
tasting tour to the Mirassou
Winery tomorrow beginning at 6 p.m. For signups
and further information
call Day Frey at 733-3128.

A Bible study will be
held today between noon
and 1 p.m. in the Business
Tower. Room 004. Call
1.inda for further information 277-2338.

AV
Although these 1111Eta ItS111
speaker systems are rather large for
the average room, their beautiful
walnut grain color blends well with
any decor.

The Gay Student Union
will have a potluck tonight
at 8 in the S.U. Guadalupe
Room.

The Society for the
Advancement
of
Mangement will have Jack
Holland speak on Monday
at 7 p.m. The Hungry
Hunter. at the corner of
Moorpark and Saratoga
Avenues is the site for the
event. For more details
call Tom Oda at 3511-1844.

The SJSU College
Republicans will meet
today at 4 p.m. in the S.U.
Guadalupe Room. Call Bill
at 733-7762 for more details.
A resume critique
seminar will be held in the
Engineering Lobby today
between 10:30 a.m. and 1
p.m. Bring the rough drafts
of your resume and get
feedback on it before you
send it to your employers.
Call the Career Planning
and Placement at 277-2816
for further information.

The
Associated
Students Leisure Srvices is
offering a free Assertiveness Seminar tonight at
7. Signups for the seminar
are taken in the Associated
Student Business Office
located in the Student
Union. For more information call 277-2972.

Career Planning and
Placement will also hold a
interview
preparation
class today in the S.U.
Almaden Room at 2 p.m.
Signups will be in Building

The SJSU Physical
Fitness Club will hold a
-Last Days of Summer
Dance" tomorrow night
starting at 10 in the S.U.
Ballroom. Call Michael
Bryant at 277-8870 or Neil
Beltran at 297-2055.
The Spartan City
Tenants’ Association will
meet tonight at 7 at
Spartan City, Apt. 79. For
more information, call
Rich Draper at 295-8323.

This is
Brai.atmipaarmiitAr, Cs
NEWEST ONE!!!

So Powerful They Can Be Used Wan The Maior,ty Of 9e,
Ma,.,’!

5 YEAR SERVICE POLICY INCLUDED FREE

(Model SR2000)
At a price so low,
It will shock you, and
drive other Stereo Dealers Insane!!!

Q.

76 WATTS RMS1!

Delta Gamma sorority
is having an **Anchor
flanker Rush" today at 8
p.m. at 360 E. Reed. Call
Sandi Abram at 279-9698 for
more information.

This_powerful AM -FM Receiver has an ample 38 RMS watts
Per Channel (times 2 ch.) into 4 ohms minimum continuous
power output from 20 Hz to 20,000 Hz with less than
0.1% Total Harmonic Distortion.

The Hatay Folk Dance
Group will host a dance at 6
p.m. Sunday in the
Women’s Gym, Room 101.
For more information call
Joan Lasak at 279-6191.

The Nurses Christian
Fellowship will hold a
meeting today at 4 p.m. in
the S.U. Montavo Room.
Call Sharon Guthrie at 2270373 for further details.

These speaker systems are one of Marantz’s
newest models. (So new that most stores
don’t even have this new series In stock.) Do
not confuse these high quality Marantz
speakers with the lower priced Marantz
speakers, such as the 15M, 12M, 2M, etc
This new model (the 985) is an incredible
speaker system.

But now you Lan buy
this great Marantz
Receiver, [Brand New
in factory sealed carton],
for only.

Go to Any Stereo Store in the City,
and ask if they will sell you this sami,
receiver. (Brand New). for less than
the Manufacturer’s list price of $325.00

The India Student
Association will hold its
election meeting tomorrow
at 12:30 p.m. in the S.U.
Guadalupe Room, Call
SIdly Roy for more details
. , 225-3435.

Signal

eler

Duel Spealter Control
AMFM Stereo

Muting
otIneSs

Gyro Touch Tuning
Volumr
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HAIR TREATMENT CENTER
WI SPECIALIZE IN Tel NATURAL LOOK,
CARRv PROFESSIONAL HAIR CARE PRODUCTS,
HAVE PROFESSIONAL ATTITUTDES I YOU’LL LOVE
ALL Of OUR WORK
T W( I IV
TIONS IN SAN )0SE

THE HAIR AFFAIR

T r.h, e

ape Mon.lo,
Seleorior

Balance

plus $1 for the Marantz Receiver.
Thus, your complete cost for the
complete 3 piece group
is only
$299
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Dual Power Millers

when you buy one pair of
the speaker systems shown above,
at the price Advertised above.
Your cost for the Speaker systems
above is $149.00 each, for a total
of $298 for the pair.

THE HEAD OF HAIR

35 SO 41,6 ST
.St. Poorer SI 3.11
’
AK,

Power

[that’s
right, only
one dollar],
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11111TIPEOD

AD

Inc.
Centers,
Discount
Stereo
1795 W. San Carlos Street San Jose
292-3904
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